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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Regulated  exocytosis  is  a process  that  strongly  depends  on  the  formation  and  stability  of  the  fusion  pore.
It was  indicated  experimentally  and  theoretically  that  narrow  and highly  curved  fusion  pore  may  be
stabilized  by  accumulation  of  anisotropic  membrane  components  possessing  orientational  ordering.  On
the other  hand,  narrow  fusion  pore  may  also  undergo  repetitive  opening  and closing,  disruption  in the so
called kiss  and  run  process  or become  completely  opened  in  the  process  of full  fusion  of  the vesicle with
eywords:
egulated exocytosis
usion pore
rientational ordering of membrane
omponents
opologically driven defects

the  membrane.  In this  paper  we attempt  to elucidate  the  subtle  interplay  between  the  stabilizing  and
destabilizing  processes  in the  fusion  neck.  A  possible  physical  mechanism  which  may  lead  to  disruption
of  the  stable  fusion  pore  or complete  fusion  of  the  vesicle  with  the  membrane  is discussed.  It is indicated
that  topologically  driven  defects  of the in-plane  orientational  membrane  ordering  in  the  region  of  the
fusion  pore  may  disrupt  the  fusion.  Alternatively,  it may  facilitate  repetitive  opening  and  closing  of the
fusion  pore  or  induce  full fusion  of  the  vesicle  with  the target  membrane.
. Introduction

Membrane shape changes are linked to several cellular pro-
esses of vital biological importance such as endocytosis and
xocytosis [1–5] and may  be provoked by varying external con-
itions such as temperature, binding/adhering of nanoparticles
proteins, colloids) or by formation of topological defects in nematic
rientational order within a biological membrane. In this paper,
ossible changes in exocytosis process driven by topological defects

n nematic orientational ordering of membrane constituents are
onsidered.

Membrane surface might exhibit a tangential (in-plane) orien-
ational ordering [6].  For example, such ordering may  arise due to
he in-plane (averaged) orientational ordering of lipid molecules
ue to their intrinsic anisotropic shape [7–9] or due to tilting of lipid
olecules relative to the normal of the membrane [11]. Besides the
ipids, also dimeric amphiphiles [10] and the membrane embedded
nisotropic proteins or the membrane-attached proteins (like for
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example I-BAR or rod-like F-BAR domain containing proteins) may
undergo orientational ordering within the membrane [12–17].

One of the first studies of the impact of the in-plane ordering
on membrane shape was performed by MacKintosh and Luben-
sky [18] using a mean-field theory. These and some other studies
[7,17,19] indicated that the coupling between in-plane ordering
of membrane anisotropic components and membrane mechan-
ical properties could trigger transitions between spherical and
cylindrical shapes of vesicles or vesicle protrusions. It was  shown
experimentally that strongly anisotropic dimeric amphiphiles
induce tubular membrane budding while isotropic amphiphiles
promote spherical membrane budding [10]. Also it was  shown
[11,20] that in-plane ordering might suppress vesicle structures
exhibiting neck-type profiles. On the other hand it was indicated
that in-plane ordering of saddle-like membrane components may
stabilize highly curved membrane necks [4,8,14].

Membrane fusion is an essential event in many biological pro-
cesses of eukaryotic cells [1–3,21]. It is assumed to begin with the
formation of an intermediate structure (hemi-fusion stalk) con-
necting the outer leaflets of fusing membranes (for review see Refs.
[22,23]). Hemi-fusion stalk then proceeds into a fusion neck (pore),

the membrane bilayer channel connecting a spherical vesicle and
plasma membrane [4] (Fig. 1). After formation, the fusion neck may
either close so the vesicle can be involved in another round of exo-
cytosis [4,24],  or it fully opens [5],  leading to full fusion exocytosis,

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ceca.2012.04.001
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01434160
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ceca
mailto:ales.iglic@fe.uni-lj.si
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Fig. 1. Fusion of vesicle and the plasma membrane is believed to begin with the formation of a hemi-fusion stalk (transition A), an intermediate structure connecting the
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uter  leaflets of fusing membranes (for review see [23]). Hemi-fusion stalk then de
eversibly vary its diameter around its “equilibrium” value (transitions C). Vesicles i
f  full fusion. The fusion pore can be also disrupted (kiss and run scenario) [5] or it 

.e. complete merge of the vesicle membrane with the target cell
lasma membrane [4,25].  The fusion pore can be also disrupted, so
he vesicle is detached from the plasma membrane (kiss and run
cenario) [5] (Fig. 1). It is also possible that the fusion pore remains
table. In this case the membrane fused vesicle serves as a dock-
ng site for other exocytic membranes (secondary fusion events)
enerating a chain of interconnected vesicles [5].

At the first glance a formation of the fusion pore may  be con-
idered as energetically unfavorable due to repulsive electrostatic
orces between the two closely apposed phospholipid bilayers.
hese forces need to be overcome in order to reach the metastable
ransition states (Fig. 1) leading to the fusion neck formation
26]. However, the repulsive electrostatic forces can be reduced or
ven transformed to attractive forces, for example by the charged
anoparticles mediated interactions [27–29].  Another example
f the possible mediators is SNARE (soluble N-ethylmaleimide-
ensitive factor attachment protein receptor [30]).

It was suggested that without stabilizing factors the fusion pore
ould spontaneously close or open in a short time period [31].
n the other hand some recent experimental results [4,32,33]

ndicated the possibility of formation of a stable thin mem-
rane neck connecting the vesicle and plasma membrane [4].
n addition to some proteins, also negatively charged lipid

olecules have been shown to strongly affect the probability of
xocytosis [35].

Recently the experimentally observed stability of fusion pore
as explained [4] within the theoretical model of multicompo-
ent bilayer membrane. It was shown that due to high (anisotropic)
urvature in the region of the fusion neck a strong lateral and ori-
ntational redistribution of anisotropic membrane constituents in
his thin membrane region may  contribute to a strong decrease of
he membrane free energy (i.e. energy minimum C in Fig. 1) [4,14]
hich may  stabilize the fusion pore. Namely, in the fusion pore the
ifference between the two principal membrane curvatures is very
igh, reaching the regime where the anisotropic intrinsic shape of
he membrane constituents becomes locally and globally impor-
ant because of average membrane in-plane orientational ordering
f anisotropic membrane constituents [4,8,9,12,14,19,34].
The equilibrium fusion pore diameter stabilized by local accu-
ulation of isotropic inverted conical inclusions is much wider (i.e.
ore than 50 nm wide) than the pore stabilized by accumulation

f anisotropic membrane components and does not correspond to
s into a fusion pore (transition B) which may  become stable [4] and can therefore
e C may  transit into a state with wider fusion neck diameter and further into a state
ns stable for longer time in state C [4].

the experimentally determined values of the order of magnitude of
1 nm given in [4].

Although exocytotic fusion pore was hitherto believed to be
energetically unfavorable in the absence of specific stabilizing
factors [36], repetitive fusion pore events in resting lactotrophs
[4,32,33] indicate (in agreement with theoretical predictions [4])
that thin fusion pore may  be energetically favorable and likely
entrapped in an energy minimum of state C as shown in Fig. 1 [4].

However, as schematically shown in Fig. 1 the fusion neck can
be also disrupted (kiss and run scenario) or fully opened, leading to
complete merge of the vesicle membrane with the target plasma
membrane [5].  This would not be possible if in addition to the pore
stabilization factors (reflected in the local minimum C of the free
energy as presented in Fig. 1) there would not exist some additional
physical mechanism leading to disruption of the neck (kiss and run
scenario) or favoring the complete fusion of the vesicle, i.e. the jump
across the energy barrier from the state C to state D as shown in
Fig. 1.

Therefore we next theoretically discuss the nature of the pos-
sible physical mechanism which may  lead to disruption of the
stable fusion pore or alternatively the complete fusion of the vesi-
cle where the fusion pore is assumed to be stabilized by the
local accumulation and orientational ordering of anisotropic mem-
brane constituents. We  attempt to uncover the subtle interplay
between the stabilizing and destabilizing physical processes in
the fusion pore based on the very general physical principles. Our
main assumption is that topologically driven defects [37,38] in the
membrane with orientational degree of ordering may  contribute to
disruption of the fusion pore or alternatively facilitate the transi-
tion to a full fusion of vesicle (Fig. 1). To ascertain the plausibility of
our model we  shall present the corresponding theoretical analysis
taking into account the membrane in-plane orientational degree of
freedom. In our present model the ordering is described by using
a tensor order parameter which allows us to analyze also cores of
topological defects.

2. Theoretical background
2.1. Topology and topological defects

In the case of in-plane membrane orientational ordering topo-
logical defects unavoidably appear due to topological reasons [37].
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he total sum of topological charges mtot of all defects residing on a
embrane surface is determined by a theorem of Poincare [39].

t claims that mtot must equal the Euler–Poincare characteristic
 = 2(1 − g) of the surface. The integer g is the genus of the surface,
eflecting to the number of “handles” that the surface contains. For
xample, an object exhibiting spherical topology is characterized
y g = 0 and consequently mtot = 2 [40]. The topological number �

s determined by the total Gaussian curvature K of the surface. In
ddition, spatial dependence of K could have strong impacts on
osition and also number of defects. Vitelli and Turner [41] showed
hat positive (negative) K attracts defects with positive (negative)
opological charge m.  Furthermore, interactions among defects
esemble interaction among electrical charges. Namely, defects
ith a same sign of m in general repel each other while defects of

pposite topological charge exhibit attraction. Furthermore, sur-
aces possessing both negative and positive Gaussian curvature

ight trigger unbinding of topological pairs defect–antidefect.
In the paper we study the space distribution of topological

efects in axial-symmetric shapes involving fusion pore which is
mportant to simulate the process of exocytosis. The minimal model
s used allowing to study curvature driven formation of additional
opological defects.

.2. Model

A membrane possessing in-plane orientational ordering is con-
idered. A simplest possible model is used where the membrane is
reated as a two dimensional object embedded in the three dimen-
ional Euclidean space. The local orientational order is described
n terms of the traceless and symmetric tensorial order parameter
38,42]

= �(�n⊗ �n− �n⊥ ⊗ �n⊥) . (1)

ere �n and �n⊥ are normalized eigenvectors of Q. The corresponding
igenvalues are � ∈ [0, 1/2] and −�, respectively. The orientational
eld �n points along an average in-plane local orientation. The head-
o-tail invariance is imposed, therefore ±�n states are physically
quivalent. The maximal degree of orientational order corresponds
o � = 1/2. On the other hand the orientational order vanishes (i.e.,
t is melted) when � = 0.

A local membrane normal is determined by �� = �n× �n⊥ and its
hape is determined by a curvature tensor C. Its eigenvalues C1
nd C2 are the principal curvatures along orthogonal directions
ithin the membrane. The local mean curvature H and the Gaus-

ian curvature K can be expressed as H = (1/2)TrC = (1/2)(C1 + C2) and
 = DetC = C1C2, where Tr and Det stand for the trace and determi-
ant operation, respectively. We  also introduce curvature deviator

 =
√

(H2 − K). We  further assume that membranes intrinsic local
rdering is imposed by intrinsic mean curvature Hm and intrinsic
urvature deviator Dm.

The orientational free energy term per unit area ford [38] deter-
ines orientational ordering for a given geometry:

ord = A0t

2
TrQ2 + B

4
TrQ4 + k

2
|∇sQ|2 − k24K

2
TrQ2. (2)

owest order symmetry allowed terms needed for our description
re only considered. Derivation details are described in Ref. [38].
he first two  terms determine equilibrium bulk ordering in flat
eometry. Quantities A0 and B are material constants, t = T − Tc/Tc

tands for the reduced temperature, and Tc describes the bulk
hase transition temperature between orientationally disordered
nd ordered phase. In bulk equilibrium value of order parameters√

s equal to �b = −tA0/(2B) for t < 0. For t > 0 the order is melted.

The remaining terms in Eq. (2) determine orientational elastic
ree energy penalties, where k and k24 are elastic constant and ∇s

arks the surface gradient operator. Note that introduction of a
 52 (2012) 277– 282 279

single constant k assumes that bend and splay-type deformations
of �n are equally weighted. The constant k24 is related to the sad-
dle splay elastic constant in description of nematic liquid crystal
ordering in three dimensions. Its contribution renormalizes local
effective temperature. Competition between the condensation and
elastic terms in Eq. (2) defines the order parameter correlation
length �∼

√
k/|A0t|.

The lowest order symmetry allowed coupling free energy term
(per unit area) is given by [43]

fcp = kcpTr(QC), (3)

where kcp stands for the coupling constant.
We minimize the free energy F =

∫∫
fda of an axially symmetric

membrane, where f = ford + fcp. Here the integral is carried over the
total surface of the membrane and da stands for an infinitesimal
surface area. In solving equations we  adopt a constant volume con-
straint. Therefore, the membrane shape and orientational ordering
are coupled indirectly. Variational parameters of the model are the
membrane shape and orientational ordering within the membrane
surface.

In our simulation we  calculate the degree of orientational order-
ing of an axially symmetric membrane by minimizing the free
energy contribution ford with respect to Q for a given membrane
shape. We  assume that the coupling constant kcp is negligibly small.
Furthermore, we  assume that the membrane curvature energy
dominantly determines the shape of membrane. Namely, the cal-
culated shapes are close to limiting shapes and can be therefore
approximately determined by minimization of the membrane cur-
vature energy only [8] as described in detail in [4].

3. Results

We  focus on orientational ordering defects in process of mem-
brane fusion schematically shown in Fig. 1. We assume that the
condition for the in-plane orientational order is fulfilled. In the fol-
lowing we demonstrate typical ordering textures before and after
the fusion. In the latter case we  consider only the (transient) stable
fusion pore stage shown in Fig. 1.

3.1. Pre-fusion regime

For illustration purpose we  set that prior to fusion both objects
have roughly spherical symmetry. Small deviations from this shape
would only result in slightly different relative position of topo-
logical defects. Furthermore, we  set that the radii characterizing
both elements are large with respect to order parameter correlation
length �. Consequently, orientational order is globally established
except at defect sites. Typical degree of ordering in each element
of the system prior to merging is shown in Fig. 2. The spherical
topology enforces topological defects with the total topological
charge mtot = 2. For conditions described in Fig. 2 four topologi-
cal defects with topological charge m = 1/2 are formed. Because the
Gaussian curvature is spatially homogeneous the repulsing inter-
action among defects dominantly influences their relative position.
In this case four defects with topological charge m = 1/2 occupy
vertices of an tetrahedron in order to maximize their mutual sep-
aration. In Fig. 2a the degree of ordering � is superimposed on
the membrane structure. At defect sites the orientational field is
not uniquely defined and corresponding high elastic penalties give
rise to local melting. Therefore, exact positions of defects are sig-
naled by local points where � = 0. This is clearly shown in Fig. 2b

where we plot spatial evolution in the planar membrane coordinate
system ( , ϑ). Here the coordinates   ∈ [0, 2�] and ϑ ∈ [0, �] deter-
mine meridians and parallels of the spherical membrane. Note that
defect textures of both spheres differ only in the size of defect cores
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Fig. 2. (a) Degree of orientational ordering � superimposed on a spherical mem-
brane. The membrane hosts 4 topological defects with m = 1/2. The total topological
charge is therefore mtot = 2. (b) Degree of orientational order in the ( ,  ϑ) plane
where the angles   and ϑ stand for the azimuthal and zenithal angle, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Defect structure within selected parts of the (transient) stable pore structure
shown in real geometry (a–c) and in the rectangular ( , z) plane (d–f). Here   stands
for  the azimuthal angle and z measures distance along the axis of symmetry. Here
z  = 0 and z = 1 correspond to the bottom and top part of the structure. The total topo-
logical charge of the whole (transient) stable pore structure equals mtot = 2. Note that
the total topological part in the inner and outer part is always 0 and 2, respectively. (a
and  d) The outer part. A possible configuration hosting 4 defects with m = 1/2. (b and
e)  The inner part. If the curvature at the neck is strong enough unbinding of defect
pairs is realized. In the case shown two antidefects (m = − 1/2) are localized at the
neck where K < 0 and the corresponding partner-defects (m = 1/2) are assembled in
the region where K > 0. (c and f) The inner part. For even stronger curvature in com-
parison to (b and e) at the neck additional pair of defects forms. In this case the neck
herefore, parallels are determined by constant value of ϑ and meridians by a con-
tant value of  . The bulk degree of orientational order is determined by �b . R/� = 8.6,
here R is the radius of the structure and � the order parameter correlation length.

their linear size is roughly given by �), within which the degree of
rdering is essentially melted.

.2. Transient stable fusion pore

We  next consider typical scenaria which are expected in the
ransient stable fusion pore stage. A typical profile is shown in Fig. 3.
or illustration purpose we separately depict ordering in the outer
nd inner part of the system, as defined in Fig. 3. Typical geometries

f both parts are shown at the right part of the figure. Their typical
inear size is determined by Ro (the outer part) and Ri (the inner
art). The necks of structures enforce a negative Gaussian curva-
ure which is known to attract topological defects with negative

ig. 3. Schematic presentation of the (transient) stable fusion pore structure. It con-
ists  of the inner and outer part. The outer part (the bottom structure at the right side)
s  roughly spherical and therefore exhibits everywhere positive Gaussian curvature.
n the contrary, the inner part (the top structure at the right side) possesses regions
ith positive and negative (the neck region) value of K.

host 3 antidefects and the accompanying 3 defects of the inner structure are assem-

bled in the region where K > 0. The defects were calculated for (a and d) Ro/� = 8.6,
(b  and e) Ri/� = 27.7 and (c and f) Ri/� = 43.3. Here Ro and Ri are typical linear sizes of
outer and inner part, respectively, and � the order parameter correlation length.

topological charge. For appropriate conditions this might trigger
appearance of additional defects via defect–antidefect unbinding
process, where defects (antidefects) are characterized with positive
(negative) topological charge. Note that the total topological charge
of the transient stable fusion pore structure equals to mtot = 2. There-
fore, a relative position of defects compromises interactions among
defects and coupling between a defect and a local Gaussian curva-
ture. Defects of equal signs tend to repel and those of different signs
tend to attract each other. Furthermore, Gaussian curvature affects
topological defects in a similar manner as an electric field influ-
ences electrical charges. Namely, positive K attracts defects with
m = 1/2 while negative K attracts defects with m = − 1/2.

Common qualitatively different defect configurations expected
in transient stable fusion pore structures are shown in Fig. 4 where
we either show the inner or outer part of a structure. In Fig. 4a–c,
we show defect structure in geometrical space and in Fig. 4d–f in
corresponding rectangular parameter space.

If minimal negative Gaussian curvature is not strong enough

then structures exhibit 4 defects with m = 1/2. Note that an isolated
defect tends to go to the inner part of a structure, because it exhibits
larger positive value of K in comparison with the outer part. How-
ever, repelling interaction among positive defects favor the outer
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Fig. 5. Schematic presentation of possible different defect structures in the (tran-
sient) stable pore structure on increasing curvature strength at the neck region (A1
and  B1). All structures exhibit topological charge mtot = 2. In all cases 4 defects with
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 = 1/2 are confined to the outer part of the structure. The defect configurations in
he  inner part structures on increasing the neck-curvature strengths are as follows:
A2)  no defects are present, (B2) 3 defects and 3 antidefects are formed.

art of the structure where relative separation of defects could
e larger. Our simulations suggest that these four defects always
emain in the outer region.  In addition to structures similar to the
ne shown in Fig. 2 also other relative positions of defects might be
ealized. For example, in Fig. 4a and d we illustrate the case where
ll defects are assembled at the equator.

If curvature at the pore (neck) is not strong enough no additional
efects appear. However, for strong enough elastic distortions
efect–antidefect pairs might appear. In Fig. 4b and e we show the
ase where two pairs appear. In addition to 4 defects, which existed
rior to the unbinding process, 4 additional defects are formed in
he inner part. The two  newly created positive defects are assem-
led in the region exhibiting K > 0 and corresponding defects with

 = − 1/2 at the neck where K < 0. Therefore, the whole structure
ossesses now 8 defects (6 with m = 1/2 and 2 with m = − 1/2) where
he total charge mtot = 2 is conserved.

For even stronger elastic distortions at the neck 3 defects pairs
re formed which is depicted in Fig. 4c and f. In this case 6 defects
ppear in the inner part of the structure. Defects with m = 1/2 are
ssembled in the region K > 0 and defects with m = − 1/2 at the neck.

In Fig. 5 we schematically plot the dependence of the defects
istribution in the fusion vesicle on the increasing curvature (i.e.
ecreasing diameter) of the pore region. Figures illustrate that on

ncreasing the curvature strength additional pairs of defects appear
n the inner part of the structure. Note that antidefects are always
ocalized at the neck.

. Conclusions and discussion

The observed repetitive transient fusion events were explained
y stabilizing effect of accumulation of anisotropic membrane com-

onents with in-plane ordering in the region of the fusion pore
4]. The repetitive fusion events are assumed to represent inter-
ctions of the same vesicle with the plasma membrane [4,32,33],
.e. repetitive opening and closing of the stable fusion pore (state
 52 (2012) 277– 282 281

C in Fig. 1). Stabilizing in-plane ordering of anisotropic membrane
components was shown to strengthen with decreasing radius of
the fusion pore. The corresponding membrane free energy is at
the same time decreased (at small enough fusion pore radius) [4]
pushing the system in direction to the local minimum in the mem-
brane free energy corresponding to the transient equilibrium state
(state C in Fig. 1) of the fusion pore. The experimentally observed
increase of the fusion pore stability with decreasing fusion pore
radius agrees well with this theoretical prediction [4].  However,
the repetitive (periodic) transient opening and closing of the of
the stable fusion pore (state C in Fig. 1) were observed also in the
absence of stimulation [4,32,33]. In addition, the transient stable
fusion pore may  be also disrupted (kiss and run scenario) or com-
pletely opened in the process of full fusion (Fig. 1). The physical
nature of these phenomena is still poorly understood. To answer
the question what drives periodic opening and closing of the tran-
sient stable fusion pore in state C, its complete opening or even its
disruption in the kiss and run process (see Fig. 1), an additional and
complementary physical (destabilizing) mechanism governing the
dynamics of the fusion pore at small pore radii is suggested in this
work.

The suggested opposing destabilizing mechanism is based on
the formation of the topological defects which appear in the fusion
pore at small enough pore radius (see Fig. 5). Due to (anti)defects in
orientational ordering in the region of the fusion pore (see panels
B1 and B2 in Fig. 5) the depth of the energy minimum C in Fig. 1 is
decreased which may  lead to complete opening of the fusion pore
(full fusion).

On the other hand, at large enough pore radius where the
topological antidefects in the membrane region of the fusion pore
disappear (see panels A1 and A2 in Fig. 5) the consequent recovery
of the local orientational ordering in the fusion pore region may
push the membrane in direction of the pore thinning. In accor-
dance with some experimental observations [4,32,33] the fusion
pore dynamics can be described as a repetitive opening and clos-
ing of the stable fusion pore (i.e. as a repetitive fusion events of the
same vesicle with the plasma membrane). However, it is also possi-
ble that the appearance of the topological antidefects in the fusion
pore membrane at small radii of the fusion pore (as presented in
panels B1 and B2 in Fig. 5) and the consequent loss of the local ori-
entational ordering, push the membrane to the region D of the free
energy landscape (see Fig. 1), where the “downhill” force favors
complete opening of the pore (full fusion) as schematically shown
in Fig. 1. The third possibility (i.e. the disruption of the fusion pore
due to the loss of the local orientational ordering in the fusion pore
as a consequence of topological (anti)defects at small radii of the
pore (panel B2 in Fig. 5) leads to the “kiss and run” scenario (see
Fig. 1).

Which of the above described three scenarios of the dynamics of
the narrow fusion pore is actually taking place depends on the phys-
ical properties of the molecules accumulated in the membrane of
the fusion pore (i.e. on the local membrane non-homogeneous and
anisotropic mechanical properties) and the relative strength of the
two opposing mechanisms determining the stability and dynamics
of the fusion pore, i.e. stabilizing mechanism due to accumulation
of the anisotropic membrane components subjected to strong ori-
entational ordering [4] and the destabilizing mechanism due to
local topologically induced antidefect in the orientational ordering.
Further theoretical and experimental studies are needed to better
characterize the subtle interplay between these two mechanisms
determining the stability and dynamics of the fusion neck.
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